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A US-based liquid metal divertor plasma-facing component (PFC) design program was 

initiated in late 2019 with three activities: (1) design calculations of heat transfer and liquid 

metal (LM) flow for candidate PFC designs for a fusion nuclear science facility (FNSF); (2) 

experiments in test stands to close LM technology and science gaps; and (3) experiments in a 

linear flow configuration with applied magnetic fields. Design calculations: a generic flowing 

liquid lithium PFC is modeled, where a 10 MW/m2 incident heat flux is removed by a thin 

flowing lithium layer with a gas-cooled substrate, where the maximum surface lithium 

temperature is limited to 450°C. Three heat removal modes are identified: dominant convective 

cooling by fast flowing Li for fast flows, by the He gas coolant with slow Li flow, or 

intermediate Li flow regimes. Of these, the best heat transfer by far is via fast Li flow, and the 

required Li flow speed to achieve 10 MW/m2 heat flux removal is about 7 m/s. In addition, a 

new divertor cooling concept using liquid lithium coolant channels in a porous medium was 

also analyzed, as was a thin-walled PFC with liquid lithium coolant. Preliminary calculations 

of plasma response to the liquid Li PFC were also initiated with the SOLPS code, as well as 

detailed sheath modeling with the HPIC code. Experimental activities: Work was initiated on 

the design and construction of liquid Li fill injectors, corrosion (material compatibility between 

liquid Li and other materials) studies, and liquid lithium embrittlement studies. Finally 

preparations were made for new experiments in the Liquid Metal eXperiment (LMX, which 

investigates flowing (~1 m/s) liquid galinstan for flow uniformity and surface wave formation, 

hydraulic jumps, and heat transfer. A new liquid metal divertor concept, termed “divertorlets” 

in which the flow path is shortened to facilitate higher flow rates, is being investigated in LMX. 
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